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Cabaret’s visually stunning art science  
travelling exhibitions are fun filled interactive 
educational experiences, perfect for children, 
families, school groups and adults.
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2  Trial or develop a Tinkering Space but currently 
don’t have the appropriate infrastructure 

and environment to do so. CMT’s turnkey exhibitions 
provide venues with an instant pop-up space in 
which they can trial and experience the running of a 
tinkering studio.  Our whimsical art-science automata, 
educational workshop programmes, and associated 
hands on interactives, offer venue staff the opportunity 
to enhance and test their public engagement skills, 
develop visitor programmes, and evaluate if a maker-
space is right for their centre without having to have 
the long term commitment.

3  Enrich the content to their existing  
Tinkering Space The CMT automata collection 

and new and innovative educational programmes 
provide a wonderful backdrop, and inspiring 
environment, for hands-on making, and tinkering, 
workshops in your gallery space. They will add an extra 
dimension to any existing tinkering studio encouraging 
repeat visitors, and attracting new audiences. 

1  Boost visitation to their centre by 
attracting visitors of all kinds including 

schools groups, children, families, adults, art 
enthusiasts, and for people who have the desire 
to create, invent, and design. CMT’s shows are 
crowd pleasing, entertaining and fun, perfect  
as a stand-alone temporary exhibition, or as  
part of a wider offer for those venues looking  
for something different that will appeal to a 
broader audience. 

Cabaret’s exhibitions  
are perfect for people who 
have the desire to create,  
invent, and design...

CABARET MECHANICAL THEATRE  
WHY HOST A 
CABARET MECHANICAL THEATRE 
EXHIBITION?

Cabaret Mechanical Theatre’s (CMT) beautiful hand-crafted 
automata exhibitions are ideal for venues who wish to: 
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WHAT IS SPECIAL  
ABOUT OUR EXHIBITIONS?

As visitors observe the collection of mechanical masterpieces they can 
notice the compelling mechanisms, laugh at the absurd stories and 
discuss how the parts fit together. But through engaging in  
a process of hands-on making visitors can gain a deeper  
understanding of art, science and technology as they tinker  
with cams, gears, story and character. 
We’ve designed a collection of exhibitions and creative workshops  
that allow children and adults to think with their hands, build  
confidence using new tools and materials and explore ideas  
around STEAM concepts and practices.



ABC

ABC
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CMT SHOWS AVAILABLE TO HIRE
Individual exhibition Information Packs providing details on exhibits, activities, educational and scientific  
content are available for each of the following shows: 

Celebrating the fascinating world of automata & show-casing 
exhibits from the UK’s finest contemporary automata makers. 

A fun filled family entertainment show.

Step right up for The Mechanical Circus!  
We proudly present a time-honoured tradition: 
science and technology as entertainment. 
Automata, physics and hands-on games. 

A collaboration with the Rijksmuseum Boerhaave, Netherlands.

Discover the secrets of the fairground exhibits that are 
designed to bemuse, baffle and bewilder.

A fun new competitive socialising exhibition experience.

An enjoyable hands on exhibition experience that is engaging, 
creative, educational, and highly interactive.  

Featuring robotics, design and invention. 
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o1 Automata

o1 Automata

o1 Automata

o1 Automata

o1 Automata

o1 Automata

o1   Automata

o1 Automata
o2   Helter skelter marble runs

o3

o4 Mechanical 
Coconut shy

o6

Marvellous Mirrors

o7 Roll a Counter

o8 Zoetrope

o9 Thaumatrope interactive 
11 Buzzwire Race

13

Ensemble
Workshop

o5 Swipe the Hotdog

1o Wheels of Fortune

12 Retinal Tattoo Machine

14 Photo Opportunities

Shadow puppet theatre

EXHIBITION HIGHLIGHTS

A truly intergenerational 
experience. We’ve had visits from 
grandparents to toddlers and 
without exception they loved 
everything about the exhibition.  
Norwich Forum 2018

Its the best place in the  
whole wide world! 
Isabella (aged 5),  
Banbury Museum

Best thing  
we’ve seen in ages,  
so playful and creative.  
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EXHIBITION HIGHLIGHTS

EXAMPLE GALLERY PLAN

Awesome!  
I want to be 
an inventor...

Some of our all-time favorite and most 
inspiring work has come from the artists 
of the Cabaret Mechanical Theatre.  
Mike Petrich, Exploratorium 

It’s impossible to not be 
impressed, and in some cases 
totally stunned, by the genius and 
beautiful mechanics of automata.   
Time-Out London 
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The collection of Cabaret Mechanical Theatre making 
and tinkering workshops alongside the inspiring 
exhibition serves as a low threshold starting point 
to develop a practice of tinkering for both staff and 
visitors. These automata explorations can also bring 
new life to established makerspaces and tinkering 
studios, infusing these environments with new 
activities and deeper connections to the real world.

The workshops support the development of facilitation 
techniques that support learner to initiative and 
intentionality. Certain exhibitions comes with parts 
and guides to run several workshops that will engage 
visitors in the process of creating their own automata 
and getting hands on with a tinkering process. 

The Cabaret Mechanical Theatre team can provide initial 
professional development workshops to try activities 
as learners reflect on the tinkering process and explore 
practical tips for running the workshops.

Added value of running workshops:
The workshops on offer strengthen the connections 
to the exhibit and create a more interactive and 
meaningful experience for visitors.

Constructing automata allows visitors to explore the 
connections to playfulness, narrative, storytelling 
and humour as visitors construct personally 
meaningful artefacts. The hands on workshops 
give learners a taste of the tools and materials the 
automata makers use to create the contraptions.

In addition to the turnkey exhibitions we provide  
a number of optional workshop activities can be  
added to run alongside our shows.

OPTIONAL WORKSHOPS  
& EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES
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WHO ARE THE  
CABARET MECHANICAL 
THEATRE

WHO ARE THE  
CABARET MECHANICAL 
THEATRE ?

The Cabaret Mechanical Theatre Company (CMT), 
was formed in 1979 by Sue Jackson, as a small 
general craft shop, simply called Cabaret, located 
in Cornwall, United Kingdom. Collaborating with 
local artists CMT Cabaret specialised in creating 
hand-made automata that were exhibited and 
sold to the general public.
Due to the company’s huge success it moved its 
premises to London in 1984, where it soon established 
an international reputation for the quality and 
uniqueness of its product. CMT continued to support 
a growing number of makers, and helped to define 
automata as a craft genre, encouraging organisations 
like the Crafts Council of Great Britain to recognise its 
significance and collect some of its finest examples. 

Led by Jackson’s daughter Sarah Alexander, Sarah 
recognised how the automata captivated the 
imagination of their audiences and provided the perfect 
platform in which to stimulate interest in science, 
engineering, design, creativity art and invention.

Working with science centres, museums, art galleries, 
and attractions, a number of exhibitions and workshops 
were subsequently created gaining universal popularity. 
Over the past 30 years the exhibitions have toured to 
prestigious venues worldwide, including: 

The Exploratorium, San Francisco, USA 
South Bank Centre, London, United Kingdom 
Phaeno, Wolfsburg, Germany 
El Parque de las Ciencias, Granada, Spain 
Rijksmuseum Boerhaave, Leiden, Netherlands 
Abu Dhabi Science Festival, Abu Dhabi, UAE 
Shanghai Science Centre, China 
Questacon Science Museum, Australia 
Singapore Science Centre, Singapore 
Seongnam Arts Center, Seoul, Korea 
V&A, London, United Kingdom 
Frost Science Museum, Miami, USA 
Chicago Museum of Science, USA 
ThinkTank Science Museum, Birmingham, UK  
Teknikens Hus, Luleå, Sweden 
Life Science Centre, Newcastle, UK
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A competitive 
exhibit of skill  
and accuracy

CONTACT US!
The Cabaret Mechanical Theatre are 
delighted to be working with Sanders 
Exhibition Services (SES) to develop  
the international touring programme. 
For further details on availability and  
hire fees please contact:

Adam Sanders 
Sanders Exhibition Services

T: +44 (0)7799 690139 
E: adam@sandersexhibitionservices.com

sandersexhibitionservices.com

Sarah Alexander 
Cabaret Mechanical Theatre

T: +44 (0)7917 661575 
E: sarah@cabaret.co.uk

cabaret.co.uk

DESIGN: ARALDESIGN.UK

CMT’s automata  
shows have been seen by  

over 10 million people 
worldwide in the past 

three decades!

PHOTOS 

Gayle Laird, © Exploratorium:   
Pg1 top right; Pg2 left; Pg3 bottom right

© Robin Mitchell: Pg6 bottom right 


